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Parallel space lite- dual app скачать

Open the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. Duplicate Space Lite is optimized to maintain the smallest size, to help you have more disk space for apps, photos, other videos. Lite's version only has a few key features, if you want full feature please download Dual Space or Dual Space Pro.Dual Space – Multi
Accounts Login &amp; Parallel AppDo you need to use 2 phones to log in to your secondary account in social networks or messaging apps? Do you need to change a different account from one app on your phone? You have many friends at work, friends at school, ... and need to manage it with a difference account?
Now, with Double Space, your problems are solved. You can use one phone to log in many social accounts at the same time. Double Space is only 4Mb but allows you to log in many social networks and messaging apps. You don't have to worry about space empty. Double-Space Highlight:• Support over 20+ apps:
Facebook, Twitter, Messenger, WhatsApp, SnapChat, Instagram...• Manage a friend's differences survey• Support 24/7, you can request new apps• Super small sizes: Only 4Mb • Additional features: Personal Browser and Personal Notes• Allows you to set a passcode, Make sure your privacy Is All in one app!contact
us: suppervk6666@gmail.com I like it because it saves a lot of space but there is a consound because it's just a social media app that can be cloned Work anything like a fake review why we can't choose which one we want to duplicate and in the world doing this has a good review of IT IS TERRIBLE THIS IS DAHSYAT
is worthy of A ZEROoo star review and come why it's a different page than me! I'm sorry but this doesn't make sense it's a different page I don't have a Snapchat I hope you get zero star reviews and I just see all of the reviews just one thing that says it's a good one, I want to sue you I just saw something whatsApp? Is
that one thing for the phone not that personal calling app? Comes in just four numbers that you should be able to stretch your password plus how you get in tough you have to press the same thing 100 times I love this app very helpful and personal. I recommend for everyone's Developer, Thi To Oanh Bui, provides no
details on privacy practices and data handling to Apple. Developers are required to provide privacy details when they submit their next application update. Share your day using excellent social networking pictures always on your Android Device Social Networking to share your music talent the world's top photo app —
now on Android Versions Small from the full Facebook app Arrange high-definition video calls Enjoy the most open social networks at any time Meet new people and chat with them Run Lite-Dual Space Apps online is an app for users to log in on multiple accounts at the same time at the same time SCREENSHOTS:
REVIEW AND DESCRIPTION OF OUR APL: Features of this app we like more is: - It uses virtual systems to create a twisted environment. - It's compliance with most instant messaging apps, games and social apps. - You can have two game accounts with different profiles to enjoy the game in different ways. - You can
quickly switch between the two accounts with one click to manage your dual account. It's an excellent app for work and social. Our ApkOnline score is 8. APK Application Info Download [4.0.8775](8.72 MB) Do you have two accounts for instant messaging applications, tired of logging in and out of to receive multiple
messages forming your dual account? Do you have multiple game accounts, want to make sure they are simultaneously online to gain biennial functionality and multiple experiences? Do you have two accounts for social networks, want to separate work and personal life, twice your entertainment experience? As one of
the top tools on Android, Parallel Space helps more than 90 million users log in on multiple accounts simultaneously online on the same device by a virtual system. Also, Parallel Space Lite will provide faster performance to consulate your dual account through a high-speed virtual system. Parallel Space supports 24
languages, and is compatible with most instant messaging apps, game apps and social networking apps. Get Parallel Space immediately to manage multiple accounts, protect privacy, and twice enjoy the pleasure of your dual app.★Log in your double instant messaging app, multiple gaming apps and multiple social
networking apps• Balance between your life and working easily by virtual systems.• Multiple game accounts and twice enjoying pleasure.• Almost all instant messaging apps• Balance between your life and working easily by virtual systems.• Double game accounts and two times enjoying pleasure.• Almost all instant
messaging apps• Balance between your life and working easily by virtual systems.• Multiple game accounts and double gaming accounts instant, game applications and social networking applications are supported for double accounts in parallel Spaces. Data from both accounts will not interfere with each
other.★Sewitch fast between accounts two with only one tap • Run two accounts simultaneously on a virtual system, and switch between them with one tap to manage your dual account effectively. Tip • If you use Parallel Space and Lite Space Parallel at the same time, you can theoretically achieve that running more
than 2 accounts at once :)To:• Permissions: Parallel space needs to apply for the permissions required by the applications added in the Parallel Space to function normally. For example, if Parallel Space isn't allowed to acquire your location, you won't be able to send your location to your friends in some running in
Parallel Space. Parallel Space does not collect your personal information to protect privacy.• Usage: The Parallel Space itself does not take up too much memory, battery and data actually eaten by the applications running in it. Details can be seen in 'Storage' and 'Task Manager', which can be found in 'Settings' in
Parallel Spaces.• Notifications: Please add The space to blacklist or list unusually some 'boost apps' to ensure notifications of some social networking apps work properly.• Conflicts: You can't run two accounts of some social networking apps by using the same mobile number. You should use another mobile number to
run the second account of the app in Parallel Space and ensure that the mobile number is active during your first login because there will be a confirmation message sent to this number. For any problems, please contact us via the 'Feedback' feature in parallel Space or email us at: [email protected]Follow us at FB for the
latest news: on Google+ Group: com.parallel.space.lite.helper App customer authorization. com.parallel.space.lite.ipc.LocalBroadcastPermission App customer permission. Account Manager Enables to call AccountAuthenticators. Location access cladding Enables to access estimate locations obtained from network
location sources such as cell towers and Wi-Fi. Good location access Enables to access the exact location of location sources such as GPS, cell towers and Wi-Fi. Location additional command access Enables to access additional location provider instructions. Location mock access Enables to create suppliers of mock
locations for testing. Access network state Enables to access information about the network. Access wifi state Enables to access information about the Wi-Fi network. android.permission.ACCESS_WIMAX_STATE app subscribers. Verifying an account Enables to act as an AccountAuthenticator for AccountManager. The
tie-up widget Enables to notify appWidget services that apps can access AppWidget data. Bluetooth Enables to connect to a pairing bluetooth device. Bluetooth Administrator Enables to find and install bluetooth devices. android.permission.BODY_SENSORS Of App Customer. Sticky releases Allow broadcasting of sticky
meanings. CALL_PHONE Enables to start a phone call without going through the Dialer user interface for the user to verify the calls placed. Camera Enables to use the camera device. Change network state Enables to change the state of the network connection. Change the state of the multicast wifi Enables to include
Multicast Wi-Fi mode. Change wifi state Enables to change the state of the Wi-Fi connection. android.permission.CHANGE_WIMAX_STATE app subscribers. Clear the Enable app cache to clear the cache of all applications installed on the device. Disable key controller Enable disabling key controller.
android.permission.DOWNLOAD_WITHOUT_NOTIFICATION Of App Customers. status bar Enables to expand or tear down the status bar. The flashlight allows to use the flashlight. Get an account Allows access to the list of accounts in the Account Service. Get the package size Enable to know the space used by any
application. Get Enable assignments to get tasks that are currently in progress or are just running. Internet Enables to access internet networks. Murder background process Allows the background process to expire. Manage account Enable to manage the list of accounts in AccountManager. Modify enabled audio
settings to modify global audio settings. NFC Enables to perform I/O operations on NFC. Continuous activity Enables to make app activity continuous. Read Calendar Enables to read users' calendar data. Read Contacts Enables to read user contact data. Read external storage Enable reading from external storage such
as SD. cards android.permission.READ_INSTALL_SESSIONS App subscribers. Read the state of the phone Allows reading only access to the state of the phone. Read profile Enables to read users' personal profile data. Read social stream Enables to read from the social stream of users. Read sync settings Enable
reading sync settings. Read the sync statistics Allow to read sync statistics. Read the user dictionary Allows reading the user dictionary. Receiving completed boots Enables to receive completed boot notifications that are posted after the system has finished boot. Audio record Enables to record audio. Rearrange Task
Enable to change task order Z. Restart package Enables to restart the application. Set time zone Enables to set the system time zone. Set the Enable wallpaper to set the wallpaper. Set wallpaper indicators Enable to set wallpaper indicators. Read subscription feeds Enable reading ContentProvider subscription feeds.
Writing subscription feed Enables to write ContentProvider subscription feeds. System alert window Enables to open windows using system alerts, which are shown above all other applications. Sends IR Enables using the device's IR transmitter, if any. Use Enable credentials to request authtokens from
AccountManager. Use sIP Enable using EP services. Vibrations Allow access to vibrations. Wake Lock Enables using PowerManager WakeLocks to save the processor from sleeping or screen from dimming. Write Calendar Enables to write user calendar data. Write contact Enables to write user contact data. Write
external storage Enables writing to external storage such as SD cards. Writing profiles Enable to write users' personal profile data. Write settings Enable to read or write system settings. Write social stream Enable to write users' social stream data. Write sync settings Allow to write sync settings. Write a user dictionary
Allows to write to the user dictionary. android.permission.USE_FINGERPRINT Account android.permission.REQUEST_INSTALL_PACKAGES App customer permissions. Set the Enable alarm To broadcast Intent to set the alarm for the user. Read history bookmarks Enable to read user browsing history and bookmarks.
Write history bookmarks Enable to write user browsing history and bookmarks. Turn on shortcuts Enables to install shortcuts in the Launcher. Launcher. Allow shortcuts to pair shortcuts in The Launch. Add voice mel Allow to add mel sounds to the system.
com.google.android.providers.gsf.permission.READ_GSERVICES app subscribers. com.google.android.providers.talk.permission.READ_ONLY app customers. com.google.android.providers.talk.permission.WRITE_ONLY Customer App. Mount despizing filesystems Allows installation and system files that are inevitable
for storage can be switched out. Log read Allow to read low level system log files. com.android.email.partnerprovider.PARTNER_PROVIDER app subscribers. Install the Allow installing apps package. Clear the Allow to pair other apps package. Clear user data of the Allow to clear user data.
android.permission.WRITE_MEDIA_STORAGE app subscribers. android.permission.ACCESS_CACHE_FILESYSTEM Customer App. android.permission.READ_OWNER_DATA Customer App. android.permission.WRITE_OWNER_DATA app customers. Swap the Correct configuration to customize the current
configuration, such as a place. Device power Allows low-level access to power management. Battery statistics Allow to collect battery statistics. android.permission.ACCESS_DOWNLOAD_MANAGER app subscribers. com.android.launcher.permission.READ_SETTINGS App customer's permission.
com.android.launcher.permission.WRITE_SETTINGS app's customer's permission. Write settings apn Allow to write settings apn. Media content control Allows to know what content is being played and control the playback. com.google.android.launcher.permission.READ_SETTINGS app subscribers.
com.android.launcher3.permission.READ_SETTINGS Customer App. com.android.launcher2.permission.READ_SETTINGS app subscribers. com.teslacoilsw.launcher.permission.READ_SETTINGS app subscribers. com.actionlauncher.playstore.permission.READ_SETTINGS app subscribers.
com.mx.launcher.permission.READ_SETTINGS app subscribers. com.anddoes.launcher.permission.READ_SETTINGS Customer App. com.apusapps.launcher.permission.READ_SETTINGS Customer App. com.tsf.shell.permission.READ_SETTINGS app customers. com.htc.launcher.permission.READ_SETTINGS app
subscribers. com.lenovo.launcher.permission.READ_SETTINGS app customers. com.oppo.launcher.permission.READ_SETTINGS Customer App. com.bbk.launcher2.permission.READ_SETTINGS App customer's permission. com.s.launcher.permission.READ_SETTINGS app customers.



cn.nubia.launcher.permission.READ_SETTINGS app subscribers. com.huawei.android.launcher.permission.READ_SETTINGS app subscribers. com.huawei.android.launcher.permission.WRITE_SETTINGS Customer App. com.huawei.android.launcher.permission.CHANGE_BADGE Customer App.
com.sec.android.provider.badge.permission.READ The truth of application customers. The truth of the app's customers. com.samsung.android.launcher.permission.READ_SETTINGS Customer App. com.samsung.android.launcher.permission.WRITE_SETTINGS app customers.
com.sonymobile.home.permission.PROVIDER_INSERT_BADGE Customer App. com.samsung.android.providers.context.permission.WRITE_USE_APP_FEATURE_SURVEY app subscribers. com.android.vending.BILLING Customer Truth Application. com.google.android.c2dm.permission.RECEIVE Application
Customer Truth. com.google.android.gms.permission.BIND_NETWORK_TASK_SERVICE Customer App. android.permission.PACKAGE_USAGE_STATS Customer App. com.lbe.parallel_intl.provider_init The truth of application customers. android.permission.READ_NETWORK_USAGE_HISTORY Customer App.
com.google.android.finsky.permission.BIND_GET_INSTALL_REFERRER_SERVICE Customer App. ALL VERSIONS
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